See Digital Signage
Mounting Solutions
optimising your information delivery
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Examine

Achieve

Unbeatable Range

Remarkable results

Experience
Unmatched Service

Our complimentary
diagnostic service

Training & assisting
professional installers

Intuitive Design

Work with our engineers to
create your bespoke solution

Enjoy

We design and manufacture
innovative mounting solutions
for the latest in AV technology

A Trusted Brand

Experts in designing visual technology mounts for:

Advertising

“Aim for the company of immortals.”
– David Ogilvy, advertising wizard

Capture eyeballs
with immersive
multi-screen displays
The age of bossy ‘interruption marketing’
is being overtaken by ‘permission
marketing.’ That means you only get a
few moments to grab your audiences with
captivating and immersive audio-visual
experiences, before they eyeball their
smartphones again.

Modular video wall installations from single to
infinite displays are particularly suited to public
spaces and in-store environments.

Advertising
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Delivering Information
Safeguard critical
information flow
with securelypositioned screens
Today’s fast-paced planet runs on
digitally-delivered information updates
that keep things moving in an orderly
and timely fashion. Safety, security, and
durability of the tech infrastructure is
paramount to avoid loss, delays, and
security breaches.

Delivering timely information
with ceiling-suspended
mounts

“It’s not good enough anymore to be
‘pretty good’ at everything. You have
to be the most of something: the most
elegant, the most colorful, the most
responsive, the most accessible.”
– William C. Taylor, cofounder,
Fast Company magazine

Atdec Uncover™ tip
Evaluate your signage
mounting options
> Securely fixed installation
> Tilt/pan adjustment any direction
> Full motion with multiple
articulation points
> Challenging corner attachments

Delivering Information

Flexible mounting
solutions shine in extra
challenging critical
update spaces
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Entertaining

“You need to make
people dream the same
dream that you do.”
– Guy Kawasaki, Apple evangelist

Enhance your
customer experience
with branded
entertainment
A wide range of venues — including
restaurants, pubs, clubs, theme parks,
sports stadiums, museums, and
exhibition spaces — are enhancing and
extending the customer experience with
entertainment strategically mounted in
high traffic areas.

Stylish, robust and versatile mounting
range for public-facing environments

Entertaining
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Teaching
Cater to multiple
intelligences with
future-forward
education spaces
Tech savvy universities, schools, companies,
and other educational facilities are harnessing
the power of the digital education revolution
with spaces that integrate both live and digital
classroom advantages. Because digital learning
enhances life and life enhances digital learning.

Projectors can be wall or
ceiling-mounted

Atdec Uncover™ tip
Identify strategic classroom
enhancements
> Fixed mounts (wall and ceiling)
> Moveable mounts
(mobile carts or trolleys)
> Projector and large touch screen
mounts
> Heavy-duty and dual-screen mounts

Mobile display carts maximise your
IT investment by allowing equipment
sharing across multiple spaces

Teaching
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Optimising your
information delivery
starts here
Atdec Uncover™ is
where our infinite
mounting possibilities
become your specific
mounting solutions.
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Contact us today to schedule
your complimentary Atdec
Uncover™ diagnostic and identify
the best digital signage solutions
for your specific project.

Head Office
Suite 3 Level 2 16 Giffnock Avenue

Phone: +61 2 8729 5000

Macquarie Park NSW 2113 Australia
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